VIII
SOME WORTHY BEGINNINGS: GOOD
AND POOR ENDINGS
1920-1925
In the fall of 1920 student government was adopted in Simmons College. It was a noble experiment, perhaps the most
important step in the history of student life in the institution.
It came as a logical product of the desire and the demand for
greater freedom that was in the air, both on and beyond college
campuses. Already there had been some modification of such
rules as that forbidding a young man and woman to walk
together across the campus or carry on a conversation except at
social gatherings. Still, in November 1919, the student council
in open meeting adopted and later presented to the faculty
resolutions summarized as "looking to more social privileges.,,
There were no immediate changes as a result of the resolutions, but Dean Olsen and President Sandefer agreed to make
inquiries about policies and practices in other institutions.
Then, immediately after school opened in September 1920, a
committee of students and faculty worked out a proposed constitution. I recall that Buel Irwin, in later years president of
the trustees of the university, was a member of the committee,
and I spent some time on it.
Students should govern themselves, according to this plan,
always subject to the approval of the faculty or the administrative officers. There should be a legislative assembly made up of
five seniors, four juniors, three sophomores, two freshmen, and
one academy student. A judicial council, a smaller body, would
apply the rules made by the legislative assembly, but their
decisions would in all cases be subject to the approval of the
university officials. A student council president, vice president, and secretary had certain special and general respon93
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sibilities. All officers would be nominated by a nominating
committee and elected by the students at large. The plan provided for dormitory councils which would have authority to
deal with problems peculiar to the several dormitories. It took
much work by students and faculty advisors to devise the plan.
At first there was great enthusiasm for student government.
"Student government means democratic government and the
young men and women of Simmons College stand for democracy if they stand for anything," wrote Brand editor Sam
Malone, a mature man with eight years of newspaper experience behind him. "Student government also means a more
efficient government," he added, "for no faculty can efficiently
manage seven or eight hundred students. . . ." The editorial
also brought out the argument that appealed to students most
of all: "Student government means more privileges with a less
amount of violation of the rules governing social privileges."
The senior class favored the plan unanimously, and about
November 1, 1920, students in general voted for it 448 to 40,
and elected officers. The standing in college as well as the
accomplishments in later years of the officers chosen attest to
the sound judgment of the student voters. Hyman Harrison,
already president of the student body, was chosen president;
Hall Walker was elected vice president, and Hallie Hogland
secretary. Buel Irwin was a member of the legislative assembly, along with Hoyt Ford and other students whose ability and
character have stood the test of time. The organization started
with good officers and continued to elect good officers.
The plan worked well for awhile. After two months trial,
Dean Olsen was quoted as saying that it had "accomplished
more than the faculty ever expected it would accomplish this
year." Editor Malone pointed to three suspensions meted out
by the general judicial council and sustained by the College
administration. The different hall councils were giving evidence of the ability of students to deal effectively with prob94
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lems of discipline. We shall have to turn to the subject of
student government again later.
In extracurricular affairs, both intramural and intercollegiate, Simmons fared well in the post World War I years. By
1919 we had a football team that could win a part of the time.
The baseball team of 1920, coached by Roy Easterday and
T-Bone Winters, tied TCU for the Texas Intercollegiate Athletic Association championship. The association of thirteen
members had become unwieldy, and in May 1922, the Texas
Conference was organized, with Simmons one of the promoting
members. Meanwhile Simmons had improved enough in football to win the conference championship in 1922. The women
had some good basketball teams during these years too. Willie
Ray McDonald coached a team in the 1924-25 season (Glenna
Fay Grant captain) that played six intercollegiate games.
Simmons won three and tied one, compiling a score of 149 to
133 for opponents.
These were years of great enthusiasm in athletics. Probably
at no other period in the history of the university were cheer
leaders followed with greater zeal and consistency. Again and
again reports of the zeal of Simmons fans were taken to other
campuses. A Baylor team that found the game much harder
than they had expected reported that they were playing
against "twelve men." Each year a special train with some two
hundred students and faculty accompanied a team to Brownwood, Wichita Falls, or other communities at convenient distances, when important games were to be played.
The Simmons College band had a new name, a new leader,
and a new manager. On a certain occasion in the school year
1922-23 Grady Kinsolving, secretary of the Abilene Chamber
of Commerce, wanted the band for a special trip promoting
Abilene. Some of the boys did not have uniforms and most of
those of the others were worn and drab. A majority of the boys
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had boots, boots could be borrowed for the men who lacked
them, and the same statement would hold for broad-brimmed
hats. Levies and shirts would not cost much. So the Simmons
College band men dressed as cowboys, were presented as the
Cowboy Band from Simmons and they made a great hit. The
idea was appropriated and is used to this day. Dewey O. Wiley
was leader, Gib Sandefer manager. The lively-stepping aggregation could draw a crowd at any place on earth.
The theme song of the band in those years was "The Old Gray
Mare." It was played on every occasion, even in chapel, and
students would rise and cheer as ex-Confederate soldiers used
to cheer "Dixie." The more dignified element of students and
faculty protested at such nonsense, but "The Old Gray Mare"
remained the "college saddlehorse" that had to be ridden on
every occasion.
A pep song of better quality that every teacher and student of
that era knew was "Out in Western Texas," sung to the tune of
"Sailing Down the Chesapeake Bay." The words, written by
Ethel Thomas, were published in The Corral. The author,
young and talented was claimed by death in the flu epidemic of
1918. The great rallying song of the greatest era for pep that
the institution has known ought to be preserved. Unfortunately, changing the name to Simmons University in 1925,
broke the rime and nobody ever applied the talent necessary to
repair it. The words are:
Out in Western Texas, where the spirit free
Of loyalty sweeps breezily
There the Simmons College Colors beckon me
To come and fall in line.
Simmons is the College we are cheering for,
O'er and o'er, more and more.
All the students love her,
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There is none above her!
She's queen of West Texas; hooray!
Simmons College with a grand old "rep"
Simmons College with a world of "pep."
Everybody's cheering for the Purple and Gold!
Come and join with all your vim
And root and boost for dear old Sim!
All of the good things — the better, the best
Belong to us all through the Simmons bequest;
Claim them and keep them for ever and aye.
Be loyal to Simmons both now and alway.
Always and always be ready to say:
"I am cheering for the Purple and Gold."
Prexy is the man who makes old Simmons "Sim,"
All grit and vim — rah! rah! for him.
He can keep the College in the best of "trim,"
And keep us all in line.
The rest of the faculty is always there—
Yes for fair! On the square!
Right there with the "knowing,"
Right there with the showing!
Right there all of the time.
In contests Simmons men and women did well during these
times. Ira Harrison won first honors in the state oratorical
contest in 1920. George Mahon, who would one day attain
world renown in Congress, and E. T. Miller beat Baylor in
debate. Women were also active in forensics, and Cleo Motes
and Elizabeth Fry beat a Phillips University team. In five out
of seven debates Simmons men and women were victorious in
1924-25. L. Q. Campbell coached these teams. I helped a little.
Simmons publications continued to receive recognition in the
Texas Inter-Collegiate Press Association. Costs had to be met
by advertising, until 1921, when a "blanket tax" provided
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funds and each student received a publication. For some years
the college lyceum course was managed by the senior class; but
beginning with the fall term of 1922, the faculty took over the
course. We had some giants of the stage in those days: William
H. Taft, Loredo Taft, the sculptor, Schumann-Heink, and
Paderewski.
The most impressive attractions were, however, home productions. Olivia Hobgood, head of the speech and drama department, was a genius with a bent for pageantry. In her
productions, which she herself generally wrote and produced,
she used scores of students, teachers, and other friends. Indeed,
in one pageant, "the History of the Baptists," she used every
student and teacher who would take part and scores of friends
not connected with the college. Many hundreds of people witnessed the production in the natural amphitheatre between
the present Behrens Chapel and the student center, eastward
to Cedar Street.
In 1919, Southern Baptists launched the memorable
Seventy-five Million Campaign to extend for a period of five
years. Of this fund, Simmons would receive $500,000, a
stupendous sum for that day; and its sister institution, soon to
be born, the West Texas Baptist Sanitarium, would be given
$100,000. The campaign proceeded according to plans until the
panic, which seized the nation in the fall of 1920, upset the
program generally. After the end of the campaign period, President Sandefer stated that Simmons receipts from it did not
exceed $150,000. The failure of the campaign hurt the college
severely.
The effects of the panic were sharp and wide-spread. I recall
how some patrons, worth hundreds of thousands of dollars in
September 1920, were unable to keep their children in college
in the winter of 1921. In spite of the disappointing results of the
Seventy-five Million Campaign, the college proceeded with its
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building plans. In 1920 work was started on a Fine Arts Building that cost approximately $100,000. This building was
named for Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Caldwell, who paid for it in full.
At about the same time, Simmons Science Hall, built in part
with the walls and foundation of the original Main building,
was completed. On May 20, 1922, fire struck a severe blow
when Cowden Hall burned. Several students lost their entire
belongings except the clothing that they wore, and there was
no dormitory for men left on the campus.
Some lesser structures on the campus and in the vicinity
merit brief notice because of persons and events linked with
them. "Toly Hall,,, named for former Simmons Professor
James A. Tolman (who became president of Howard Payne
College in 1917) had had a varied and somewhat exciting
history. Reference has been made to this building in a previous
chapter. It was built in 1895 at about the southwest corner of
the site of the Student Center, as famed "Valhalla," the dormitory for men; then it was moved to the site of Caldwell Hall
and at different times called "a dormitory for girls," "a home for
the president," and "the college home." After the girls moved
into Anna Hall it became "a dormitory for boys," and still later
"the bursar's office," and the "fine arts studio." Then, the tired
old building, at least part of it, was moved to Hickory Street,
near Ambler, where it again provided rooms for boys. Before
the Cowden Hall fire, however, Dr. W. F. Fry had purchased
the building, moved it to a location off the campus on Ambler
Avenue, where for some time it served as a low-cost cooperative
for boys.
A sister building of Toly Hall was Scott Hall. For awhile they
stood side by side at the site of the first President's Home. Scott
Hall had been built circa 1890 by the Reverend Adair. By the
time of my student days it had been moved to the site at
Hickory and Ambler and was serving as the home of the Pearce
family. Shortly before World War I the college purchased the
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place and the management of the building passed to Mr. and
Mrs. Scott. They operated it as a rooming house and also served
meals. Bachelors George D. Davidson, professor of French and
German, and Lucian Q. Campbell, professor of English, stayed
there for some time, utterly oblivious, it seems, to the noise and
occasional disturbances for which the place became famous.
These buildings helped but little to meet the housing shortage
brought on by the burning of Cowden Hall. When that building
burned, even a greater number of men students had to find
quarters in off-campus homes near by.
While we are in the vicinity, let us go on off the campus
across Ambler Avenue to another institution that was truly a
part of the Simmons of those years, Needmore. Just when
Simmons first had a Needmore I cannot say. During my first
student year, 1907-08, a man ran a little store, in a box-like
building about fifteen by thirty feet at a site diagonally across
Twenty-first Street from the site of Hendrick Hospital dormitory for nurses, which we called Needmore. A little later the
Needmore locale was at Hickory and Ambler. W. F. Dillard ran
the store for a time and advertised, "Simmons Supply Store,
the place they call Needmore." In the Bronco of 1910 Darby &
Douglas were advertising "'Needmore'. The College Store."
(This was Carey Darby, my good friend who lived near the
campus, and another friend, A. T. Douglas, a student who later
owned considerable property in thfe vicinity). By 1917 Needmore proper was a general mercantile concern, facing Hickory
Street and running westward along Ambler perhaps fifty feet.
In the vicinity other establishments were located and from
time to time the small business concerns in that neighborhood
changed hands or were discontinued. In 1920, college boys, C.
E. Nicodemus, Floyd Randall, and associates started the Cowboy Clothing Company; Ford had a barbershop near by; Simmons Supply Store was run by Morris and Barnes; Tony Ray
was "mender of soles;" T. W. Tartt opened a tailor shop that
year and Ross Green had a cleaning establishment. During
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most of the time there was a small cafe in the neighborhood.
Still later, in that vicinity, R. M. White and D. M. Matthews,
my brothers-in-law, operated Simmons Supply Store.
Needmore was the college nerve center (and hiding place).
Here crowds gathered and many a fledgling student wasted
many an hour. Here rumors originated; information and misinformation was transmitted; and plans dark and sinister were
shaped. For not a few students Needmore was a more alluring
place than chapel at ten o'clock on school days, and it was a
time-worn joke for some fellow to call out, "come in President
Sandefer." References to Prexy's approaching generally were
jokes; but sometimes it was a bona fide greeting when a student
near the door said, "How are you, Prof. Ribble?" Yes, the
enticements of Needmore were great. It appealed to the stately
senior, the arrogant sophomore, and the lowly freshman alike.
The most demure co-ed liked to go there and even to linger.
Certainly she could purchase in the college bookstore the
pencil and paper, the gum and coke that she wanted; but that
would not be like going to Needmore. The most timid freshman
boy knew that at Needmore he might be called on to "grab
ankles" and receive a few licks from a belt as a routine performance, but he would have gone to Needmore even at the risk of
being tarred and feathered. What else was a student to do in
times before radio and television? The place was also then a
depot. Few students had cars and at almost any hour, day or
night, one might hear the call, "Town! Town!" If the driver
stopped, he moved on with his car springs well flattened.
It is gratifying to relate that the men and women who maintained business at the Needmore corner were, with negligible
exceptions, worthy, upstanding people who sought to maintain
wholesome establishments.
Before we leave the subject of buildings, one other series of
experiences must be related if the story is to be complete. I tell
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these things with apology and a measure of embarrassment,
for in failing to prevent them I must share some of the blame for
them. Some undergraduates have little sense of the majesty of
the law, and it is easy for college pranks to lap over into the
realm of lawlessness. They are disposed to excuse almost any
sort of skullduggery as a means to a worthy end. Simmons was
not connected with the city sewer system until more than a
year after World War I. Buildings had septic tanks, which
uniformly were unsatisfactory, and for the use of men students
outdoor toilets were maintained. During these post-war years
certain students grew restive and felt, probably with some
justification, that the college and the city were moving too
slowly toward more adequate service. "Spontaneous combustion," carrying a pronounced odor of kerosene, reduced to a
charred pile at least two outdoor toilets that served both Cowden Hall and the men of the college generally. Investigations
proved futile; nobody was ever able to find a rational clue.
Destruction by fire grew monotonous and some persons, who
probably had had war experience with explosives, determined
on a method more startling. Some years later one of these
persons related to me how they had placed their dynamite with
fuse and caps all ready at about 2:00 a.m. one night, when the
sickening thought struck them that it was possible for a person
to enter the place in the ten, twenty, or thirty seconds between
the lighting of the fuse and the explosion. They did not want
murder added to their growing list of crimes; so one of them (my
informant) was directed to stand by as close as he dared and see
to it that nobody entered the shack. He stood too near, and the
explosion knocked him almost senseless. But his comrades
managed to get him into the dormitory undiscovered, and there
for a day or two he lay ill of the "flu."
The ending of Scott Hall likewise was sensational. The
Scotts moved out and the rambling old structure was left "tenantless," stated a writer to the Brand, "except for the ghosts of
its mouldering past, who, the bruit goeth shrewdly about, were
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wont to hold their revels there to the distraction of unwary
slimes and the annoyance of'Cop' Anthony." The writer continued by saying that the old building looked out and challenged the weather to wreck it. If fact, the youthful writer's
metaphor was reversed. It was man who seemed to feel a
challenge to wreck it. The students apparently felt that the old
building had served its day, and when the college sold it and it
was put on trucks to be moved, these "ghosts of its mouldering
past" started a fire in it one night. 'Cop' Anthony was on hand
and put out the blaze. The old hulk of a house was set up on a lot
about one hundred and fifty feet from the new home that Mrs.
Richardson and I had built and cherished so dearly, and about
the same distance from the parsonage of the University Baptist
Church. I am afraid that the grumbling that I did made me a
party to the crime of arson that followed, and Pastor C. A.
Powell of the church may have been partly to blame also.

But the ghosts of the unsightly building's past were still to be
reckoned with. It was a little after eleven o'clock on a January
night, just as I was turning in, that I looked out of our bedroom
window and saw a flame leap up in the old eyesore with the
speed of lightning. I rushed to the telephone, turned in the
alarm, and when I looked again tongues of flame were pouring
from the windows. This time the "ghosts of its mouldering
past" had done their work well; the building would surely burn
down. Still, the Abilene fire department must have set a record
with their run that night. I had not reached the site of the
burning building before I heard the wail of the siren coming up
Grape Street. They connected their hose almost instantly,
doused the blaze, and in a very few minutes had the fire under
control. Perhaps it was a just retribution for all our ugly talk:
the charred ruins of the old, unsightly house were left standing
for months that seemed to run on into years, while a dispute
was going on about the insurance.
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DAM-IT, COLLEGE MASCOT, 1916-1920
Above: Posing for the camera
Below: A casual snapshot
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JULIUS OLSEN CHAPTER SCHOLARSHIP SOCIETIES OF THE SOUTH, 1933
Top row: Barnes, Tyson, Worthy, Ingerson, G. Smith, Wilson, Randerson, Conway,
Arnette. Bottom row: Francis, C. Barnes, Geistman, L. Smith, Travis, Langston,
McCloud, Copeland, Olsen (Counselor).

JULIUS OLSEN
Scholarship has been underscored and promoted
in Simmons in many ways through the years. Dean
Julius Olsen and later Dr. Otto O. Watts sponsored
the Julius Olsen Chapter of the Scholarship
Societies of the South, which became Pi Kappa
Delta.
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PERSHING RIFLES - MEMBERS ARE: Tommy Browning Lary Coats, Israel Garcia,
Chuck Glenn, Bob Jones, Herb Lattimore, Charles Lawson, Tomy Marley, Josue Martinez, Jim Miller, Royce Page, Bill Parker, Danny Spiars, Ronnie Warren.

CAPERS - ROW ONE: Mary Robinson, Sharon Jackson, Vicki Knasel, Carmen Garcia,
Consuelo Castillo, Doneva Wilson, commander. ROW TWO: Sonja Foster, Susan Porter,
Donna Henshaw, Connie Freeman. ROW THREE: Marcia Weaver, Lana Grove, Sarah
Owen.
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THE COWBOY BAND HAS A HOME

Sandefer

Watson

McClure

THE COWBOY BAND OF 1940
The Cowboy Band has carried the name of Simmons and Hardin-Simmons almost
around the world. G. B. (Gib) Sandefer managed the band for many years and promoted it
to national renown. Will W. (Sheriff) Watson adopted the band at an early date and served
it without salary for over three decades. Marion B. (Mac) McClure led the band for a third
of a century.
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THE COWHAND
Carved from Lueders limestone
by Bob Rogers shortly before he gave
his life for his country in World War
II.

MAJOR MARROSCHER
SHRINE

THE OLD BELL AND TOWER
The bell was given to the college near the turn of
the century by G. C. Bennett. It served as campus
and community time-piece for more than two decades.
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THE OLD CANNON
Pictured more frequently than any other campus shrine is the old cannon, named
Arizona Bill, after Kenneth Burns, Simmons ex-student and hero of World War I. It
rests on an emplacement called Fort Babe Shaw, after Clyde (Babe) Shaw, basketball star, killed in the Argonne Forest while performing the volunteer mission of
clearing away barbed wire entanglements in order that his company might "go over
the top."
T. N. Carswell, Bursar, joined by the 'Special Class' of 1919-1920 secured and
placed the cannon. In 1959, Alumnus Clinton Adams, M.D., a veteran of both World
Wars, whose brother Chester Adams' name heads the list of World War I Gold Star
men, initiated a movement to improve the emplacement and make it a memorial to all
Hardin-Simmons men and women who have lost their lives while serving their
country during war.
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Student government, which had been launched with such
great promise in the fall of 1920, did not prove satisfactory.
Before the end of that school year there were complaints that
many students were not cooperating. There was little interest
in the annual elections and relatively few students voted. Students complained that the faculty still ran things, and President Sandefer stated that the students wanted power without
limit but refused to shoulder the corresponding responsibilities. Good student officers were chosen and they sought to
do their duty. "Don't violate the rules of the Council," said John
Alvis, president of the students association, 1922-23. "If you
violate them, don't get caught," he continued, and added "If you
violate them and get caught, don't gripe. Come up and take
your medicine."
The students association was not able to come to grips with
certain serious problems. Where the faculty had failed, the
association failed even worse. Probably its greatest failure was
its inability to end, regulate, or even to restrain class rushes.
This excrescence on college life had begun in Simmons as early
as 1911, when the seniors, who had been much in evidence on
the campus, were "taken down" by some underclassmen,
mainly freshmen. The tussle, which developed immediately
after February 22 senior day exercises, brought a most undignified ending to a well-planned program. I recall that on that
day one senior, the Reverend John Pearce, did not adhere to the
Biblical admonition of turning the other cheek. Indeed cheekturning was not in order. There were clashes the following
year, in at least one of which Tommy Carswell and I, roommates and the best of friends, were on opposite sides. The fracas
centered in the basement of Cowden Hall, where, along with
other damage, a door was torn to kindling wood. I remember
that Carswell and I later paid for the door. An amusing and
revealing incident occurred during that clash. Good old Cecil
Simmons was against us and on Carswell's side, although his
class affiliation should have aligned him with us. An inquiry
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later brought out that he thought it was a case of Philos against
Clios and he and Carswell were loyal Clio brethren. Thus we
fought without knowing or caring why. It was collegiate, it
seemed to be the thing to do. It never occurred to us that the
thing we were interfering with was far more worthy and important than what we were doing.
As the years passed, class disturbances increased in numbers and became more intense. A freshman-sophomore contest
of any sort would almost surely end in a row. One night at
Marston Gymnasium a tussle started, somebody turned off the
lights, and for fifteen minutes there was a riot. Interference
with seniors preceding senior day became a fixed custom.
Sophomores would ruin a freshman reception, freshmen would
break into a sophomore candy-pulling, and at times freshmen
and juniors were aligned against sophomores and seniors. In
1921 an agreement by class officers that there be no interference with social functions proved worthless. Class officers were
made "captive" for days or were placed in hiding by their fellow
classmen and kept out of school for the greater part of a week.
Upper classmen broke into Smith Hall during a reception,
dashed three gallons of kerosene about, spoiled food, ruined
dresses of co-eds, broke furniture, and did damage to the building estimated at not less than one hundred dollars. One man
was sent to the hospital and there were many lesser injuries.
Hyman Harrison, president of the student council, was present
and did his best to restrain the intruders, but he helped the
situation only a little.
It must be said that such carryings-on were a part of the
times. They had occurred on the Simmons campus before student government came into existence and they were destined
to continue after it ended; but the indifference that student
leaders were met with when they sought to eliminate or modify
such conduct, and their inability to stop it even when they were
on the scene, indicated that there was something basically
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wrong with the student government structure. The lives and
health of faculty and students as well as college property were
endangered and the faculty could not stand by indefinitely
while such student performances were taking place.
In the student elections of 1924 there was greater interest
than usual and much excitement. Fisticuffs developed. In the
beaver board wall of old Abilene Hall there was for years later
a hole that was broken by the fist of a certain hefty student who
swung at and missed an antagonist in a fight that started over
the election. Learning of such tension and rancor, Prexy Sandefer acted with his accustomed decisiveness. He called off the
election until students had given the matter "more earnest
thought." The election was never held and nobody ever urged
that it be held. A debate in one of the literary societies the
following year on the subject that "Student Government be
Restored in Simmons" was won by the negative. A new students association was organized, with Frank Kimbrough president and Leota Knight secretary. Its purpose was restricted to
keeping the faculty informed as to student opinion on matters
of importance.
My own opinion is that student government in Simmons was
doomed to failure from the start because as set up it was
innately unsound. It placed too many great responsibilities
where they did not belong. That the faculty or administration
had the last voice in all decisions did not overcome this difficulty. If the faculty approved all decisions of the council, then it
became a rubber stamp. If it rejected a decision or felt impelled
to review a case de novo, as it often did, it weakened the student
administration and brought forth the protests that the faculty
was "still running everything." A grieved or angry parent,
whose son or daughter has been dismissed from a college, does
not ask to talk with the president of the students association, if
he decides to come to the campus and take up the cause of his
offspring. He heads straight for the president's office, and the
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president had better be in position to talk with him intelligently.
I have often regretted that the approach made by the students in 1920 had not been more moderate. What was needed
was greater student participation in government; An arrangement to that end might have improved the morale of the
institution and have avoided some difficulties that came in the
following years.
During the years of rapid growth that followed World War I,
President Sandefer wisely avoided rapid expansion of the curriculum, but whenever it seemed practicable the service of the
college to its students and to the cause of education generally
was improved. Mention has been made of the department of
home economics which was added and improved from time to
time. Lucian Q. Campbell, Professor of English, added a course
in journalism that strengthened substantially the college publications. In the fall of 1922, after people had begun to purchase
receiving sets, a course in radio was offered; and in the winter
following, the fine arts departments began regular broadcasts
over a station maintained by Eugene and Warren Wood. Required courses in physical education for all men and women
were set up under the direction of Y. P. Kuhn and Willie Ray
McDonald, respectively, and intramural athletics for men and
women became even more popular. The college also gave all
students physical examinations shortly after registration.
Theba Funk, with scientific library training, catalogued
books, magazines, and other holdings, some of which had been
accumulating since the college had been founded. An acquisition that meant much to me personally and to the cause of West
Texas history was the collection of Judge R. C. Crane of
Sweetwater. It was given to the college in part and purchased
in part. Judge Caldwell, President Sandefer, and I signed the
note for the college part. Mr. Crane had long been interested in
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the history of West Texas and through the years had brought
together this small but useful collection on the Southwest in
general and West Texas in particular. It provided a core of
material that inspired me to begin research in the field. Carl
Coke Rister, who was even then (1923) in George Washington
University working toward the doctorate and writing on a
Western subject, returned the following year and continued
research and writing in that field. I got involved in administrative responsibilities and my work as a scholar and writer was
seriously limited; but Rister stayed with his profession, later
joined the history faculty of the University of Oklahoma, and
became the most productive scholar of his day in Southwestern
history.
In addition to the inspiration and aid that it afforded Carl
Rister and other teachers, the Crane collection has made possible a number of masters theses in the field of West Texas
history. During the last forty years microfilming has increased
greatly the possibilities of doing research in institutions such
as Hardin-Simmons. It is gratifying to be able to relate that in
1975 plans for a regional research center in Hardin-Simmons
were announced. In the years to come productive scholars will
prove the wisdom of such an establishment.
It was in the spring of 1924 that the West Texas Historical
Association was organized. For. several years Judge Crane,
who was well acquainted with the field, talked of such an
organization, stating that he was ready to go ahead whenever I
gave the word. He thought it would be well to have the movement for organization initiated in the colleges of Abilene. J. M.
Radford, perhaps Abilene's best known business man and a
good friend of history, agreed to head the list of persons signing
the call for an initial meeting. William Curry Holden, then
head of the department of history in McMurry College, was
among the signers, and Mrs. Dallas Scarborough and several
other persons signed the call. The Association was organized
with Mr. Crane as president and me as secretary. In 1925
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appeared the first volume of the Year Book, which Carl C.
Rister joined with me in editing. Rister edited four other volumes; thereafter I served as editor in chief. The Year Book has
been the work of many persons, including some two hundred
individuals who have contributed articles, and the Abilene
Printing Company which has done excellent work and kept its
charges relatively low.
In his convenant with the founders, James B. Simmons anticipated that the college he was helping to bring into existence
would some day become a university. Early in his administration President Sandefer began dreaming of a university and
planning for it. After World War I the times seemed propitious
for assuming university status. Except for a decline for a short
period following the financial panic of 1920, enrollment was
increasing rapidly, and buildings were being added. The state
had made colleges of its normal schools, and at Lubbock, Texas
Technological College had been established; but not one of
these institutions was doing graduate work. They were
graduating men and women by the hundreds, but there was no
school in Texas west of Fort Worth where a student could go for
advanced work. To assume university status was a stupendous
undertaking, but President Sandefer believed that being a
university would bring prestige to the institution and make it
possible to secure money to carry on the program. If it be said
that the idea was unduly ambitious, it may be said also that it
was not so ambitious as founding a school in Abilene in 1891 or
making of that school a college in the early 1900s. Prexy's
enthusiasm was shared by the faculty and trustees. The
change from Simmons College to Simmons University in 1925
was an act of faith.
To have an institution that would meet university standards
called for many improvements and foremost of these was that
of greater endowment. Although James B. Simmons himself
began the work of endowing the college, its total permanent
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funds did not greatly exceed $100,000. It had been hoped that
the Southern Baptist Seventy-Five Million Campaign would
provide some endowment, but as we have observed, it did not
even supply the money necessary for building Simmons Science Hall and building a dormitory for men to take the place of
Cowden Hall. Incidentally, Cowden Hall burned early in 1922,
but Ferguson Hall for men was not ready for service until 1926.
Science Hall, Caldwell Hall, Ferguson Hall! How could the
college hope to raise money for endowment when almost every
year it had to provide a hundred thousand dollars for buildings?
The General Education Board opened the way for an endowment program in the fall of 1923 by offering $100,000 to
match $200,000 that the college would raise. In a called meeting on Christmas Eve, 1923, the trustees worked out and
adopted a plan to meet the Rockefeller offer. To raise $200,000
was by far the biggest undertaking in the history of the school.
Under the plan adopted, members of the board would give
$75,000 and of this $35,000 was subscribed in the meeting.
Non-Baptists of Abilene were called on for $50,000; and other
friends in and out of the city would raised the remaining
$75,000.
The Baptist Executive Board had no money, but they did
contribute a long-term note for $25,000, the interest payable
annually. The trustees and other friends met with some discouraging features. A start would be made and then the program would lag because other calls for money had to be met. In
spite of delays, W. G. Swenson, representing the Abilene
Chamber of Commerce, and Trustee George L. Paxton worked
manfully, and a score of other persons assisted. The delay made
it necessary to ask the General Education Board for an extension of time and it was granted after still further delay.
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The most impressive chapel session that I can recall had to do
with this money raising program. In December 1924, the matter was laid before the faculty and students. Plans had been
worked out carefully and called for an address by a teacher or a
student each day for three or four days in succession. L. Q.
Campbell should lead in the series, I was to follow next day,
and a student should speak the third day. At the end of each
message President Sandefer was to offer the group the opportunity of subscribing to the cause; and to make sure that there
was no delay, a few students and teachers were placed and
primed to name the amounts they would give. Then subscriptions would be closed until the next day. Campbell, an excellent speaker began:
If you were to ask President Sandefer or any member of
the Board of Trustees what, in their opinion, was the
greatest asset Simmons College had, they would not
say the faculty, the athletic teams nor the Cowboy Band
. . . but the loyalty of the student body . . .
This loyalty, he said, was the changeless feature of the college which had sustained it for thirty-four years. This, the
greatest student body in the history of Simmons, must stand
the greatest test. Without endowment of $500,000 Simmons
could not maintain its position as a first class college.
We believed that the student body would meet the test, and
that when it did ex-students, business men and other friends
would do likewise. "In this crucial hour of our history, the
future of Simmons College rests in your hands. What will be
your answer to the test?"
After Campbell finished there was a moment of silence.
Truly he had left his audience spellbound. Then followed cheering such as is generally accorded to victorious football teams,
but rarely, very, very rarely to chapel speakers. When the
cheering subsided, Prexy proceeded according to plans — there
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would be other addresses on this subject so vital to the interests
of the college, but perhaps there were some teachers or students who would like to make a pledge today. The pledging
began. Soon the commitments aggregated $10,000, then
$20,000, and $30,000. By 12:30, when chapel ended, pledges
aggregated $37,000 and later commitments brought the total
to more than $40,000. For a faculty and staff of some thirty-five
people and a student body that did not greatly exceed five
hundred, the results were truly remarkable.
I did not get to make my speech!
The campaign did succeed; the Rockefeller money was
matched, and the Simmons charter was amended, effective
June 1, 1925, to read Simmons University. So the class which
graduated on June 4 that year was the first graduating class of
Simmons University.
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